
Your performance dog has unique nutritional needs.  High energy demands 
high protein, nutrients and increased hydration.  A crucial factor in providing 
the right nutrition is optimized digestion, the key to absorbing nutrients and 
maintaining optimal hydration levels.  Enhanced nutrient and protein 
absorption assists them to start strong and stay strong through endurance 
activities.  Excellent muscle structure and tone provide the extra lift for high 
jumps and long runs.  Optimal nutrient assimilation feeds brain cells for 
superb alertness and mental acuity.  All systems benefit when they’ve got  
“THE EDGE!”
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The Edge for Dogs is a Prebiotic Digestive Science Formula. When added to 
feed or water, it works to rapidly improve the digestive environment, causing 
beneficial and necessary gut flora to proliferate.  Increased levels of beneficial 
bacteria in the gut are associated with a number of positive benefits. It is safe 
and non-toxic yet very powerful in achieving the desired health and energy 
support.  

One of the best things about The Edge is the convenience in adding to your 
performance dog’s diet.  Just spray on food or water - no dosing, no difficult 
schedules.  In fact, easily treat food in bulk and never bother with daily 
treatment.   So affordable that you can make sure your high-energy dog gets 
the benefits every single day.

The Edge is also highly palatable - so delectable that many breeders use the 
formula as a taste enhancer for weaning pups.

  ENHANCED HEALTH, IMMUNE DEFENSE 
Sporting dogs live to run and work, but the nature of their active life puts 
extra stress on the system.  Without the proper fuel to keep the system in 
balance, the immune system becomes weakened and an opening for illness 
and disease is created.  The active ingredients in The Edge gear up the 
digestive tract to top condition.  Healthy food is broken down more easily 
and completely for useable nutrients that fuel your dog’s top performance 
and keeps the immune system strong.

Simple or stress diarrhea is a common symptom experience by dogs that work hard and travel.  The Edge works as 
a preventative and treatment by getting to the root cause of the problem.  Fast 24-36 hour relief.

 DIARRHEA CONTROL

OPTIMAL DIGESTION = OPTIMAL NUTRITION = PEAK PERFORMANCE!

Dramatic odor control in your yard or kennel is a natural by-product of daily feeding with “Edge” treated food.  
Undigested protein is the leading cause of bad fecal odor.  When dogs digest more protein, they not only get healthier, 
more energetic and stronger - they also have much less odor!

ODOR CONTROL

 ENHANCED PROTEIN  & NUTRIENT ABSORPTION
 MAXIMIZED HYDRATION

www.theedgeadvantage.net


